The Odori Quilt is made from the Love Story collection by Maureen Cracknell for Art Gallery Fabrics.

Fabric Requirements:

- 1 ½ yards LVS-38806 Fabric A
- ½ yard LVS-38807 Fabric B
- ¾ yard LVS-38804 Fabric C
- ½ yard LVS-38805 Fabric D
- ½ yard LVS-38801 Fabric E
- ¾ yard LVS-48800 Fabric F
- ¾ yard LVS-48805 Fabric G
- ¼ yard LVS-48810 Fabric H (binding)
- 3 ½ yards LVS-48804 Backing

Creative Grids Spider Web Ruler CGRKA6

1-866-826-2069
www.FatQuarterShop.com
www.YouTube.com/FatQuarterShop

Cutting:

- Cut LVS-38806 fabric into:
  - 72 - 5" squares (Fabric A)
- Cut LVS-38807 into:
  - 6 - 2" x width of fabric strips (Fabric B)
- Cut LVS-38804 into:
  - 6 - 3" x width of fabric strips (Fabric C)
- Cut LVS-38805 into:
  - 6 - 2" x width of fabric strips (Fabric D)
- Cut LVS-38801 into:
  - 7 - 2" x width of fabric strips (Fabric E)
- Cut LVS-48800 into:
  - 7 - 3" x width of fabric strips (Fabric F)
- Cut LVS-48805 into:
  - 7 - 2" x width of fabric strips (Fabric G)
- Cut LVS-48810 into:
  - 6 - 2 ½" x width of fabric strips (Fabric H)
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Use ¼” seams and press open throughout.

Blocks:

Assemble one Fabric B strip, one Fabric C strip and one Fabric D strip.
Press open.
Teal Strip Set should measure 6” x width of fabric.
Make six.

Using the Creative Grids Spider Web Ruler, align the top of the ruler with the top of the Teal Strip Set and the 6” line with the bottom of the Teal Strip Set. The black tip of the ruler should extend beyond the top of the fabric.
Subcut each Teal Strip Set into triangles.
Make thirty-six.
You will not use four.

Assemble one Fabric E strip, one Fabric F strip and one Fabric G strip.
Press open.
Navy Strip Set should measure 6” x width of fabric.
Make seven.
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Using the Spider Web Ruler, align the top of the ruler with the top of the Navy Strip Set and the 6” line with the bottom of the Navy Strip Set. The black tip of the ruler should extend beyond the top of the fabric. Subcut each Navy Strip Set into triangles.

Using the Spider Web Ruler, align the top black tip of the ruler with the corner of a Fabric A square and the 5” center mark with the opposite corner of the Fabric A square and trim.

Make seventy-two Background Kite Units.

Assemble the Odori Unit.
Press open.
Trim the Odori Unit to measure 8 ¾” x 8 ¾”.
Make thirty-six total.

Assemble the Odori Block.
Press open.
Odori Block should measure 17” x 17”.
Make nine total.
Assemble Quilt Center.
Press open.
Quilt Center should measure 50” x 50”.

Piece the Fabric H strips end to end for binding.
Quilt and bind as desired.

Check out our YouTube tutorial!